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12 Striking Animal Portraits to CompleteÃ¢â‚¬â€¢Sticker by Sticker!Are you ready for a new,

exciting challenge that will take your observation skills and artistic pursuits to a whole new level?

Then Animetrics is for you. Inside the pages of this innovative book, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll discover 12

animal portraits to complete with geometric sticker shapes. The numbered shapes on each page

can be filled with the corresponding stickers to create sophisticated works of art that will amaze and

astound you. Ten pages of sticker shapes at the back of the book lead you on a quest to complete

gorgeous portraits of animals ranging from lions to birds and beyond. Intricate, complex, and

absorbing, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll spend hours piecing together these sticker puzzles and creating

something beautiful and unforgettable.
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Intricate, complex, and absorbing, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll enjoy hours piecing together these sticker

puzzles and creating something beautiful and unforgettable.Ã¢â‚¬Â•&#151;Decorating Digest Craft

& Home Projects

12 animal designs on a large format page, to fill with stickers to make an elegant image.(Although

the product information currently says there are 15 designs, there are only 12.)This book is similar

to the "Paint-by-sticker" series - you fill in a page by finding the labelled sticker to fit in its designed

spot. There are some differences that make it superior in my opinion. (I usedÃ‚Â Paint by Sticker



Masterpieces: Re-create 12 Iconic Artworks One Sticker at a Time!Ã‚Â for my comparison.- First,

Animetrics page is larger: 10" x 14.5" versus 9" x 12".- Second, as other reviewers noted,

Animetrics has a colored border around each sticker position. This allows you not to worry as much

about placing the stickers exactly and tightly together (as they seem to warp a little, this is not as

easy as it sounds), because the colored border will be a background for any small gap. In fact the

images are designed for the stickers to be slightly separated in a mosaic-like effect. Don't think that

this makes it too easy though! You still need to be somewhat careful putting the sticker in the middle

of its spot so no white shows through.- Third: the stickers are just numbered, so I found finding them

easier than the Letter-number approach. (There can be hundreds of stickers for a single page,)-

Fourth, the stickers have multiple colors on them, not just one. So the designs can be more visually

complex without multiplying the stickers. It's another reason why there are colored borders on the

background page, so you can see how to orient the sticker correctly. You can reposition them but it

may mean they are wrinkled or creased..- Finally I find the designs to be just more elegant, both in

the central image and in the choice of the solid color backgrounds.Only the sticker pages are

perforated. All the image pages are single-sided. The pages are held together by a string binding so

you can cut the string and disassemble it easily for hanging the images or framing them. Label the

sticker pages if you do take the book apart before you finish all the design - the sticker pages are in

the same order as the image pages but have no titles.

This book is wonderful! The stickers come off easily, and the borders around their placement spots

on the image are very forgiving of not-so-great placement skills. The stickers can also be pulled off

and replaced a few times, although they lose their stickiness if you do it too often. The images are

really really beautiful. I hope they make more in this series!

Of the sticker art books out so far, this one is the worst.. the sticker pages do not tear out easily and

the stickers do not come off the page if it is placed wrong ( cause we all make mistakes). I have

tried the other brand of books and their quality is much better...

I've had quite a few of the paint by sticker books and this is BY FAR my favorite. Though some of

the images are really simple, the result is still very pretty. Each sticker isn't just one color and it

gives it a more intricate look. I loved it so much I finished in a day and a half. I like that the lines are

think and colored, you have more wiggle room where you place the sticker and with my wrist issues,

it was helpful. It also gives it a pretty effect because the stickers are matte and the lines are shiny.



Hands down my favorite. Please make more!

Bought as a birthday present, hesitated giving it as I really wanted to keep for myself. Great option

for those who love to color.

Purchased as a birthday gift, hopefully to be received happily and enjoyed with alacrity.

Fun pastime, but really requires patience and practice in getting the pieces properly placed.

Coloring with stickers is not for me. This isn't fun. It isn't creative. There's no puzzle. It's not artistic.I

gave it 1 srar because it's really hard to get the stickers just right.
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